
All Your Talent. 
All in One Place.
From ANY Source.

QuantumWork aggregates all data from your current CRM, ATS, 
and VMS systems into a single, simple solution.

Access All Your Talent. All in One Place.

Hiring is hard. QuantumWork can help. 

A Single View 
of Total Talent

Search all of 
your systems at 
the same time, 
in real time, all 
the time.

Get all the talent data 
you need to make 
better hiring  
decisions faster.

Prove your 
recruiting ROI and 
align talent 
strategy with 
business objectives.

Making Talent
Analytics Make Sense

Top Talent Meets
the Bottom Line

Talent solutions should solve problems, not create them. 

That's why we built QuantumWork. 



Driving hiring decisions with
talent data is easy when 
you've got the right roadmap. 

From sourcing to screening, selection to 
succession, no matter what kind of workers 
you have, QuantumWork makes sure that 
you’ve got the total picture when it comes 
to total talent.

Integrate core HCM, CRM, ATS, and VMS 
data to find top talent across                  
worker classifications.

Make the best talent decisions with the   
best market data.

Plug and play with configurable, 
comprehensive pre-built integrations.

Simplify and streamline your talent 
technology stack by accessing our 
marketplace of highly vetted best-in-breed 
point solutions and service providers.

How QuantumWork
works for your business.

Access multiple talent sources across all 
worker types within one system.

Real-time search results across all systems 
and sources to find immediate matches for 
any job criteria.

Strengthen submissions with a streamlined, 
simple process.

Fit happens with our stack ranking 
algorithm, automating intelligent talent 
matching, and candidate slating.

How QuantumWork works 
for your workforce.

All Your Talent. All in One Place.

QuantumWork’s comprehensive talent platform provides complete visibility
across all talent systems and sources so that you can make better hires faster.

We make hiring managers happy, and recruiters' lives easier.


